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Top Student Newspapers Acclaimed
The Crusader from Jesuit High School,
Portland, edited by Dan White, won the
Best Paper Award in the Class AAA competition at yesterday and today's Sixth Press
Workshop at Seattle University.
The winner in Class AA is The Lion, Bellarmine Prep, Tacoma, with Bob Petersen as editor. The Clarion, of Holy Angels High School,
Seattle, edited by Kathy O'Brien, placed first in
the Class A contest.
SECOND AND THIRD places in Class AAA

went to Academy Review, Holy Names Spokane,

and the Academy Dome, Holy Names, Seattle,
respectively. Editors of the two papers are
Nancy Roberts, Spokane, and Genny McCoy,

Seattle.

808 PETERSEN

Class AA second and third place winners are

Northwest Catholic

the Sa-Le-Hi, St. Leo's, Tacoma, edited by Karen
Barker, and the Aquinas Echoes, Aquinas, Tacoma, for which Helen Bergin is editor.
The Laurel, of I.H.M Academy, Coeur
d'Alene, Idaho, placed second in Class A judging. Joe Erickson is editor. The Prairie Lite, St.
Mary's, Toledo, Wash, was third. Beverlee Waley
is editor.
JUDGING FOR THE Best Paper Awards
among the Catholic high schools attending the
Press Workshop was decided last night. Plaques
will be awarded to the winners at the Awards
Luncheon today.
The school papers are assigned to classes according to their student body enrollments. Class
AAA include schools with enrollment of more
than 500; Class AA, schools with enrollments of
250-500 and Class A, schools under 250.

High Schools

prints
Student

Reporters Catch
Tale of a Whale
By MARGARET FLEETWOOD, St. Francis, Baker, Ore.

TIM O'BRIEN, Seattle Prep

"You haven't read any of this in the press. Hysterical
reporting in a local paper has completely misled Seattleites," said Mayor J. D. (Dorm) Braman of Seattle.
He was commenting on the
whether to use
Seattle Center as a home for
controversy over
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Namu, Seattle's famed killer
whale, or a youth recreation
center.

JOANIE ESLINGER,
Marycrest, Portland
Vatican Council II and the
increasing involvement of the
Christian laity are two advancements towards church unity, according to Dr. Lemuel Peterson
and Fr. Peter F. Chirico, S.S.
These two contemporary theologians believe education for the
clergy and ultimately for the
laity is essential for the interfaith cooperation.

FR. CHIRICO said a communication barrier is blocking Christian unity. He feels this barrier
arose from a period of separation dating back to the first
schisms of the Church. Father
also stated that we havereached
the time whenour terminologies
are so rooted in the past that
present applications are far
from clear. As a result, the the-

drawing, the complex offers no
answer to the questions of financing, spacing and policing.
"Proponents of this draft contend that the city fathers, in
developing the World's Fair site,
appropriated funds for this project. This is not true. Iserved
on the original committee and
realize that the only way such
a proposal could be financed
is through a bond issue."
MAYOR BRAMAN oberved
those in favor maintain that
Seattle does not have adequate
facilities for youth entertainment, especially swimming
pools. But he added that the
Center's planning commitee has
set aside the northeast corner
of the Center for such swimming facilities.
Braman said proposals similar to Griffin's were eagerly
received in Vancouver, B.C. The
mayor commented, "Marineland is praised; Stanley Park is
congratulated; Seattle Center is

BRAMAN SAID, "I have been
intimately connected with the
Seattle Center since its inception, as one of the 10 key people
during the World's Fair. And
now that the fair has ended,
ology of today is only distantly termed Living Room Dialogues. the project is entirely in my
related to reality.
Discussion topics include such hands.
Dr. Peterson introduced the basics as "Liturgy of Work"It has been our objection to
topic of seminary education.
provide in the Center something
"Not only is there a lack of shop," "Mystery of the Euchar- for everyone
not necessarily
funds for the development of ist" and "Evolution of The- just cultural, but something repseminaries, there isn't even a ology."
resentative of Seattle for our
Protestant seminary existing in
When asked if Christian unity own people and our tourists."
this area," he said.
could be achieved through comTed Griffin, Seattle businessman and Namu's captor, has
replied
promise,
Dr.
Peterson
Theological
THE COUNCIL on
this probthat there will be ". no com- proposed a solution to privatelyEducation is composed of both promising
lem. His answer is a
concerning
dogmatic
Catholic and Protestant leaders.
financed marine park, similar
Three basic issues under discus- beliefs of either the Catholic or to facilities in California.
sion are the possibility of joint Protestant Churches."
"The other alternative, a teen
Protestant seminaries, the conIT WAS also stated that Vati- center, is a red herring mudtinuation of clergy education
color ostracized."
and studies for laityon theology. can IIprovided the opportunity dling the issue. A vague
for Protestantand Orthodox theThese educational studies take ologians
to voice their opinions
the form of conferences for the
clergy. They are entitled Faith and differences. They were able
to take an active part in the
in Order.
actual composingof various con" Seattle's crime problem Page2
For the laity, study groups stitutions, particularly "TheDec"Sp^^^v " What Makes that D.J.
have been formed. The groups, laration on ReligiousLiberty."
composed of 13 to 15 adults who
3
swing?
Fr. Chirico and Dr. Peterson /^
_T" '^i^iJ1 .-ll'J^j "* Necessity of the draft
5
meet in private homes, are
feel the mentality of today's so"Tubby little cubby"
6
A
x.
ciety has just emerged from the
* How a little old lady turns
i /
\.(\
/l^^SS
confines of the "Dark Ages."
/H
7
A/fj
51>60 cookies a day
" out
They feel society is becoming
\
.y5 y^jf ) /^
*"1
Views of a priest released
of
and
aware
the world
the
from Communist jail
9
peoplearound it, and isolation is
" Miss
a go-go
10
£j
a bleak impossibility.
~~"**v
" John Bardahl
Goodwin's key to a
Finally, the two think that
successful
11
team
* Their knowledge
sures concerning school facilifrom concern for the needs of
of current
Artwork by Mary Ellen Merry,
ties, conservation and adequate humanity, combined with a willSerra Catholic. Salem
events
12
housing. Gov. Evans has sched- ingness to listen, will spring a
uled the "Washington 1975" con- united people, a Christian comference for June 3-4, to acquaint munity.
the youth of the state with difficulties they must overcome in
Icebreakers Used in Oceanography:
later years.
The Seattle Science Center is
the probable site of the conference. According to Kramer, representatives at the assembly
ward and forward simultan- much of this shipping is unnecBy ART SOLON.
would include "experts from
Loyola, Missoula, Mont.
eously.
essary.
outside the area, individuals diTIM PICKETT,
underlying
The
cause
of
most
rectly concerned on the local
Serra Catholic, Salem
of the breakers' problems is the
THE NORTHWIND'S work
level and many people who care
misconception of terrific amount of pressure and emphasis has been shifted more
A
common
and want to leani about these
the average American is that concentration in the ice floes to scientific research in the last
problems."
icebreakers cut directly through caused by winds and currents. five years. She will continue
The U.S. built its first fleet working in this direction, acWHAT IS important is cooper- ice. As brought out in a Student
interview with Capt. of icebreakers, the four "winds" cording to Capt. Ayers. She now
ation with youth. As Kramer Prints
Ayers of the icebreak- in 1943. Three of the four were carries an oceanographic labemphasized, "After all, we can't Kingdrel
Northwind, this idea is false. given to Russia, the original oratory and 15 scientists on
er
very well sit here and say we
According to Capt. Ayers, ice- Northwind being one of these. every voyage. These oceanograknow the problems of a com- breaking
IN THE SAME year, she was phers are now able to explore
vessels attempt to
munity if the youth aren't there avoid or displace
replaced by the present North- previously uncharted waters.
troublesome
to say what they think the prob- icepacks, and only as a last wind which is 269 feet long and
The potential of the ocean is
lems are."
weighs fi,400 tons. Her six diesel boundless. But oceans, especresort break through them.
Kramer said no decision has
engines develop 10,000 horse- ially Arctic oceans, are the least
been made as to the method of
THE BREAKERS' deadliest power.She is manned by a crew explored parts of the world.
selecting students to the con- weapon in the war against ice of 200. Her equipment includes Benefit cannot come from the
vention.
is the special curve design of two helicopters, used for ice oceans' treasures until researchPlans introduced at "Washing- their bow. The ship is allowed floe observation.
ers are certain what natural
ton 1975" may not be totally sucto ride up on the ice, then break
Originally, the primary pur- resources are contained there
cessful or be put into effect im- through on its way down. Thus, pose of icebreakers was to es- and how they can be harvested
mediately but Kramer feels the the ice is broken by the com- cort commercial vessels in ice and utilized.
Ice breakers will play an imyouth conference will be at least bined forces of the ship's weight areas. However, since the vast
and momentum pushing down- improvement of air service, portant role in this search.
an important step forward.

Church Unity Deemed Significant

By MAUREEN CODY,
St. Ann's, Victoria

DAN WHITE
Photos by Monica Gallagher,
St. Leo's, Tacoma

Governor Evans Plans

Conference for Youth
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'Northwind' Advances Science

LUD KRAMER
Photo by Chris Petrich,

Bellarmine, Tacoma

By PETE VALE,

Bellarmine,Tacoma
LINDA SANDELL,
St. Leo's, Tacoma

In a Student Prints interview
Tuesday in Olympia, Lud Kramer, Washington secretary of
state, described Gov. Daniel
Evans' forthcoming project,
"Washington 1975."
"The 1975 project is a programof planning, which will include high school students from
every part of the state. The big
problem facing the government
and the public now and in the
future is urban renewal," Kramer said.
THE INCREASING population
will bring about added pres-
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Alateens Fight Problems
By MARILYN KOPCZYNSKI,
St. Gertrude's, Cottonwood, Idaho

STEPHANIE RAQUER,
Providence,Vancouver, Wash.

The loneliness of adolescence
is most acutely felt by children

of alcoholic parents. To aid
these teenagers, Alateen groups
have been formed.
The main objective of the
groups is to allow the teenagers
the opportunity of sharing their

Narcotics Rate No. 1
In Seattle Crime File

problems and striving to adjust
their lives to contend with alco-

holism.

ACCORDING TO two Alateens,
"We often use our parents' alcoholism as an excuse for poor or
unfinished homework." This is
due to the constant anxieties of
the home situation.
There are two Alateen groups
in Seattle one in the north, the
other in the south. The groups
meet approximately two nights
a week for one and one-half
hours.

—

NO ONE IS forced to attend
the meetings, nor are there any
set dues. The teenagers donate
as much as they can to the
treasury. These donations from
both groups are sometimesused
to finance such activities as
dances and picnics.
The groups have rotating
chairmen. An adult is present at
each meeting "just to see everything runs smoothly."

THE ALATEENS is neither
politically nor religiously affiliated. It works independently
and its supporting members'
names are anonymous. What is
discussed at the meetings is
private.

Carole Gress, Sgt. Ron Connery and Steve Dolan

Saturday,February19, 1966
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As a result of open and frank
evaluation of their fundamental
problems, Alateens frequently
achieve higher grades and participatein more social activities.

Student Prints Photo by Evelyn Williamson, St. Mary's, Toledo. Wn
By CAROLE GRESS, Marycrest, Portland
STEVE DOLAN, I.H.M. Academy, Coeur d'Alene
Peddling dope, especially marijuana and LSD, is near the top
of the crime list in Seattle. As in many other cities, dope is among
the prime problems facing the Seattle Police Department, according to Sgt. Ray Connery, public relations officer.
Complicating the crime situation is the fact that this city has
both a seaport and a major university, he said.
SEEMINGLY PETTY, shoplifting and bank robbery also provide their share of disturbance.
St. Francis, Baker, Ore.
Considering that in the past five years the Negro population
MAGGIE STANLEY,
has grown from 22,000 to 45,000, Sgt. Connery said that race relaHoly Names, Seattle
largest
problems
police
departtions is one of the
that faces the
"To teach and involve the rement today.
ligious and the laity in realizing
ANOTHER HARD-HITTING problem is that of traffic control. the importance of racial equalSgt. Connery explained that last year 40 persons were killed in ity," is the purpose of the SeatSeattle traffic accidents while another 4,000 persons were injured. tle Interracial Council, accordThese are some of the problems which, Sgt. Connery noted, ing to Walter Hubbard.
face all of the 937 men and women who work on the Seattle Police
Hubbard, president of the
Force. Through the efforts of the entire force, they hope to allevi- council, is a Negro father of four
ate these problems gradually, he said.
who became politically active in

Draft Calls Reflect
Viet Nam Build Up

1
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By JENNIFER WINSTANLEY

St. Ann's, Victoria, B.C.
GEORGE MEAD,
Seattle Prep
The number of Americans
eligible for the draft rises in
direct proportion to the involvement of the U.S. in Viet Nam.

According to Mrs. Dorothy

Conner, director of the King

County Board of Selective Service, the numberof men drafted
each month has escalated from
3,000 in 1965 to the present figure of 30,000.

AT PRESENT, there is not
much danger of the high school
student being affected by the
draft. However, with the need
for active combatants steadily
rising, the position of the nonstudent is not so secure.
Any person between the ages
the civil rights movement in of 19 and 26 who is physically,
1962. Every Negro parent, he mentally and morally fit is
believes, is involved either po- liable for induction. There are
litically or socially in the quest however, several exceptions to
for equal opportunity.
this draft law.
Deferments are being granted
MEMBERS OF THE Interracial Council, which was to high school students until
founded in February, 1964, come they graduate. College students
from all walks of life. Accord- who maintain a 2.0 g.p.a. also
ing to their constitution, mem- can be exempted. This means
bership is open to "all men of that a student with average
good will."
marks may be excused from
Five per cent of Seattle's pop- active duty under ordinary cirulation is Negro. These people cumstances.
often face such problems as
employers unwilling to hire
FREEDOM FROM service
may be granted to exceptional
Negro waitresses.
WHEN ASKED about the sys- cases. The conscientious objeccan be excludtem of bussing students to tor, for instance,
service, although
schools outside their districts, ed from active
on
Hubbard commented, "There is he usually serves his "hitch"
a definite need for a change a non-combat basis. If a regisand supporting
in the racial unbalance pres- trant is married
he, too, can be exemptchildren,
ently in many of the schools."
The problem stems from the ed from military service.
The majority of those who
fact that most of the Negro
families are forced to live in register are eligible for inducghettos because of a lack of tion. Even though most of the
money to buy homes in outly- registrants serve the two-year
term there is bound to be the
ing areas.
element. Hence there
HUBBARD BELIEVES that unwilling
much can be done through the is draft-dodging.
The most common and sucstudent-tutor programs,such as
the CARITAS Program headed cessful form of draft-dodgingis
by Wayne Johnson, S.U. student. the failure of the 18-year-old to
Members of this program work register for the draft. But the
with children from underpriv- majority of these dodgers are
discovered.
iledged areas.

Crux of Problems:
Interracial Barrier

Aerialists Overcome Fear?

Flying Journalists Tour Seattle
By MONICA CYR,
Holy Names, Seattle
808 MACK,

Bellarmine, Tacoma
We weren't really nervous, especially after the cat calls of
the dock employees. Comments
like "Your gas tank's half empty" and "The pontoons are
waterlogged"helped to reassure
us.
As we nimbly stumbled over
and into the seats of the fourpassenger Cessna 180, we shot a
fast glance at the pontoons and
we peaked at the gas gauge
Fastening our seat belts, we
were almost proud of the fact
that we refused to buy flight
insurance. The time was 2:30
p.m. yesterday; the place was
the Lake Union Air Service.

Student Prints

OUR PILOT was Jim Aus-

land, a slightly balding World

War II veteran who chews
cigars. A pilot since 1938, Ausland flew for the Air Sea Rescue in the Marshall Islands
during the War. We hoped he
wouldn't have to use his sea res-

BIRD'S-EYE VIEW: Workshop delegates dared to peep
out of seaplane cockpit on a surprise air tour of Seattle
After a long warm-up glide on
At upper left is King County Hospital
the water, and a speedy, but to get this view.
right
and
at
lower
is
the Smith Tower.
bumpy lift-off, we were on our
cue talents on us.

way. First on the schedule was
a quick view of the U.W. campus and then on to the Sand
Point Naval Air Station.
After apparently exhausting
Seattle's possibilities, we decided to dart over to the Cascade
Mountains. Feeling slightly uneasy, we made a face-saving
discovery cooling air vents.
We got as far as the Snoqualmie
River when he turned south.
Contrary to popular belief.

—

Student Prints Photo by Eileen Geraghty, Holy Names, Seattle
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people do not look like ants the Space Needle. We circled
they are simply this famous landmark several
from the sky
unseeable. What appears dis- times, and we waved at onlookordered to a person on "terra ers who were walking on the
firma" appears completely or- observation deck.
dered from the sky.
It was then back to Lake
Cars look like mechanical Union. After landing on the
toys, in a wind-up world.Houses lake, Ausland compared the adand streets intermingle like a vantages of flying to automomillion monopoly boards.
bile driving. Flying won, wings
The highlight of the trip was down.
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Fire Alarm System
Brings Aid Quickly

AT CARITAS;

By ADAM REINHART,Seattle Prep
GAY MINORCHIO, Aquinas, Tacoma
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Students Tutor Tots, Teens

By DONNA RABIE,

St. Joseph's, Yakima
LINDA STOCKTON,

Holy Child, Portland
In the time it takes to soft boil an egg, the Seattle
any
part
Fire Department can arrive at an alarm site in
"Poverty is defined as the abof the city with four fire engines and two hook and lad- sence of life spirit and sentiment. Since we're trying to put
der trucks.
This rapidity is made possible through the advanced these qualities back into individuals, we are really fighting
methods of the alarm system, housed in the centralalarm poverty."
buildingon the Seattle Center grounds.
With these words, Fr. D. Harvey Mclntyre, assistant chancelTHE NERVE CENTER of the
BOX ALARMS incorporate the lor of the Archdiocese of Seattle
Seattle Fire Department com- bulk of the fire center machine- depicted the essence of the
munications building consists of ry. An alarm set off at any one CARITAS program. CARITAS,
a maze of maps, switchboards, of the many hundred posts, which is Latin for love of one's
lighted alarm panels and mes- blinks its coded number on the fellow man, is also an abbreviasage coding machines.The cen- master light panel.
tion for the ideals of the procommunity action, rehandles two types of alarms
gram
—terphone-ins
With the coded information
and fire boxes.
medial
instruction, tutoring, asfrom the alarm box, fire fightH. D. Molenkamp,chief of the ing
sistance and service.
sent
to
may
equipment
be
alarms system of the department, said, "The faster and any point in the city within
AS A COMMUNITY service,
more direct way of reporting three minutes.
CARITAS aids elementary
False alarms are a major school children by tutoring them
an emergency to the Fire Department is by telephone. That source of irritation to the fire- outside regular school classes.
is one number everyone should men, for these calls divert fire Its purpose is not to teach, but
engines that could be badly to help the children review their
know."
The chief went on to say that needed in another part of the lessons in a sort of extenuated
study period.
phone-ins constitute the major- city.
ity of alarms that the center
"Each one of these alarms
Each child has one tutor who
handles. It is less complicated costs the department approxi- helps him for at least a year.
mately $100," said Chief Molen- As Fr. Mclntyre explained,
than the other system.
Calls come in through one of kamp. "More firemen are killed "This makes for a big-brother,
the two switchboards at the or injured while going to false big-sister relationship between
center, where they are taped to alarms than to actual emergen- the tutor and student."

—

avoid confusion.

cies."

Rhett's Reactions:

CONCENTRATION: Young Frank Sacco intently reviews
his history lesson with the help of CARITAS volunteer
JimMcMann of Bellevue Junior College.

Student Prints Photo by Monica Gallagher, St. Leo's, Tacoma

signed for children with
low
— chileconomic backgrounds
dren who receive little or no
academic assistance in their
home lives. These children are
mainly of Negro, Filipino and
Indian descent, while most of
the tutors are white. "I think
The tutoring program is de- that this will have a tremendous
influence on the interracial program." commented Fr. Mey
ABOUT 360 TUTORS, both
college students and high school
seniors, meet twice a week for
two-hour periods with their
teenager,in his late 20's, is students. The results? Children
who had been behind and have
disc jockey Rhett Hamilton been in adjustment classes are
Walker I.
now elevated to their proper
grade levels. Some children
only
An excellent voice is
have even been able to develop
one of the three factors involved better and more outgoing perin becoming a disc jockey, sonalities.
Walker said. The two remaining
In regard to the CARITAS
factors are education and ex- program, Mrs. Jane Ashmun,
perience.
coordinator of the volunteer tvAFTER TWO YEARS of technical training, a disc jockey
must obtain a Federal Communication Commission license
before operating. Two years of
college is also preferred.
Experience is necessary for
By CAROLYN SARBACHER,
gaining a good position, Walker St. Gertrude's, Cottonwood, Idaho
ELLEN FALKENRECK,
said. For example,RHW I(as
Holy Names, Spokane
he is called at KOL), acquired
his experienceby filling in for a
Hidden hooks, slit pockets and
sick emcee on a show similar to large shopping bags are the inShindig or Hullabaloo. This tem- genious camouflagesused by the
shoplifter.
porary position lasted for a year chronic
According to a downtown deand a half and it led to his pres- partment store detective, there
ent career.
are three types of shopliftersamateur, professional and juveINA KOL TOUR, Dave Smith, nile. The amateur often takes
promotion manager, said to re- clothes because he cannot enporters, "A disc jockey usually gage the attention of a busy
juvenile will steal
spends two hours of preparation clerk. The
to impress his
merchandise
for every hour spent on the air." friends, while the professional
A few of the duties Walker supports himself with his pilwhizzes through dailyare throw- fering.
ing records on two revolving
BECAUSE OF inexperience,
turntables, setting up commerthe juvenile is apprehended
cials, answering contest calls more often. However, the majority of all shoplifters are deand ad-libbing on the air.

D-J Cites Need for Job Training
By AILEEN COSTELLO,

a disc jockey at KOL Radio
St. Ann's, Victoria
Station, says he "digs the
JOHN WOLF,
popular music" he plays on
Serra Catholic, Salem
Seattle's oldest teenager, his station's Top 40. The

-

tors, said, "The only way that
the civil rights issue can be re-

solved is through education."
Edward Jones, administrator

of the CARITAS program, expressed the opinion, "I feel that
the program itself provides a
needed service in the community."
MRS MHTON price moth-

"gJTOMPMgE.^moth
J"*
in CARITAS gave her
pate

views on the tutoring service:
"I think it's wonderful. Ihave in
the past helped the children myself, but I find that Ican no
the emotional
longer do it
strain is too great."
Besides serving as a tutoring
program, CARITAS— spreads out
Operation
into other areas
Headstart, Women's Job Corps
and other means of adult education and job placement.
Mclntyre explained, "Our
is to work on the parents
as well as the children."

—

K.

Store Detective Analyzes
Sticky-Finger Tendency

TURNTABLE TIME: Radio Station KOL disc jockey,
Rhett Hamilton Walker I, sat at his control board during
a radio broadcast yesterday. The D-J "digs" the music he
plays to thousands of teenagersin Seattle.
Student Prints Photo by Florence Berning, Kennedy High,
Mt. Angel, Ore.

tected.
Alerted employees, sharp de-

tectives and hidden observation

posts constitute preventive shop-

lifting measures. These do not
stop the attempts, however.
For example, several small
boys were caught taking a large
bicycle down a back aisle. They
intended to take the bike from
the fifth floor to the street level
by wayof the stairs.

A WOMAN was apprehended
after a clerk noticed that she
had suddenly gained weight. In
reality, the woman had put on
four sweaters under her coat
and attempted to walk out of the
department.
Statistics show thatno specific
class, race or age group can be
held responsible for the majority
of the misdemeanors, the detective said. It has also been proven that Christmas is the most
popular time for shoplifting.

Local Youth Corps Fights War on Poverty Lenten
Reaction
Favorable Here
By DONNA BATEY,
Marycrest, Portland
JO ANNE BUBACZ,
Holy Rosary, Seattle

school graduate with a good

family and no job.
THE NYC IS slightly different
from the Job Corps, which
trains and educates young men
Eight brothers and sis- and women in various occupaters, blind parents, and a
tions, since it encourages youths
juvenilepolicerecord made to return to school or to obtain
work by offering actual experithe motto of the Neighbor- ence
in various projects.
"earn,
Corps,
hood Youth
The jobs offered range from
learn and serve," very ap- nurses' aides and hospital orderpealing to Paul, a high lies to secretaries and auto meschool rlropout living in chanics at the standard wage of
$1.25 an hour. The most soughtSeattle.
jobs for boys has proven
But the NYC, which ex- after
to be that of the hospital orderists to give work experience ly; the girls prefer secretarial
to youths from low-income fam- positions.
ilies, is also important in the
QUALIFICATIONS of a Youth
life of Dolores. She is a high Corps applicant, as summarized

by Don MacKenzie, project director of the King County NYC,
are that he must be in the 16-21
age bracket and from a low-income family.
Concerning the participants,
MacKenzie said 50 to 60 per cent
of the applicants are high school
dropouts. They frequently join
because of family problems and
a lack of self-confidence in their
school life.
IN A RECENT survey only
17 per cent of 61 enrollees were
found to have driver's licenses
while only one per cent owned a
vehicle. The average male applicant has had 10 years of formal
education, while the average femalehas had 11 years.

Because of this, the NYC is
sometimes termed the dropout
program. This is unfair, since
the poverty and chaotic conditions of home life make it difficult for some to stay in
school.
The NYC, which was established last year by the Economic Opportunity Act as part of
the War on Poverty, is divided
into local units throughout the

The recent announcement
made by Pope Paul VI rescinding some of the Lenten fast and
abstinence laws evoked many
favorable comments here yesterday.
A student in nursing at S.U.,
Sr. Mary Agnes, OSB thinks
"The positive approach taken
by the Church is better than
the negative one because it betU.S.
ter suits the needs of the aposHumanitarian organizations tolate."
like the Neighborhood Youth
"If they are going to elimiCorps made it possible for Pres- nate the abstinence rule for 14ident Johnson to optimistically year-olds and under, they may
predict, "... a new day of as well do away with it foi
opportunity is dawning and a everyone," said Judy Pilcher
new era of progress is opening a student at Aquinns Acadenr
for us all."
in Tacoma.
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A Career of theFuture

Editorials
By GERI HAIGH,

Blanchet,Seattle
BILL MILLER,

JX

Through the years the U.
S. has built itself on the
policy of protection of our
freedom and interests.
Presently the U. S. is engaged in a conflict with a
power which threatens the
security of South Viet
Nam. Freedom being our
primary interest, any infringement of freedom is an
object of our concern.
THIS PRESENT struggle would be impossible to
continue without the use of
the necessary resources,
tln> mosi important of
which is manpower.
Student Prints Photo by Shirley Proffitt, Holy Angels, Seattle
The conflict to which we
SWEDISH HOSPITAL X-ray technician utilizes one of are committed is tightly
her varied skills as she supervises a patient's treatment. bound to our economic stability and our staunch beBy CONNIE HANEY, Holy Names, Seattle
lief
in social justice. BeJOAN FREAD, St. Leo's, Tacoma
cause
these factors are of
time,
growing
"At the present
there is a
need for
importance to the
essential
going
to become
medical X-ray technicians and it is
greater," said Harvey Tracey, R.N., R.T., chief X-ray U.S.. we must find it necessary to give them the backtechnician of Swedish Hospital.
they require,
ing
In Seattle, an accredited
a
Any
protective measures
X-ray
technology ics, chemistry and typing are
course in
we
take
are ineffective
preferred,
Swedish,
is offered at
ProvTracey's advice to students in- without some brawn behind
idence and University of Washington Hospitals. Curriculum terested in a career in medical the brains. Practically
courses include X-ray physics, X-ray technology is: "Apply in
i

WHILE TRAINING at Swed-

ish, a student also works in the

X-ray department. He either

lives in residence, receiving $50
per month for his work, or he

may live at home receiving $200.
Since X-ray technicians are in
such great demand, Tracey feels
there is usually no problem in
finding a position.
Besides security there are
other advantages to this career.
The wages of technicians are
steadily increasing, and the
hours are regular They generally work in eight-hour shifts,
but may be on call during the
night for emergencies.
6
NO PARTICULAR high school
subjects are required to enter
Swedish Hospital's program,but
because of the lack of facilities
at the hospital, applicants who
have taken mathematics, phys-

last year of high school.
Be determined to wait at least
one year. While you are waiting- Bet a Job as an aide or in
some other capacity.
y° lir

c. «
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Wmpeiß Nationally
nationally
l
0
By LORELEI BURNS,
Holy Child, Portland

.

Heather Fraser, a freshman

at St Ann g Academy, Victoria,
will compete in the Canadian
figure bating championship at
Peterborough, Ontario,

....° . . . .

she has been tram. Although
"8 f r six years, this if the
first time Heather has entered

national competition,
During the past four months
of extensive preparation, she
has been attending school in
the mornings only and skating
three hours each afternoon.
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speaking, our fighting men

are

QUr

entire defense

THE IMPORTANCE of
the draft, then, is clearly
established. To maintain
our position as a world
leader and to achieve our
national goal, sufficient
manpower is necessary.
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Those who would deny
the government the power
to draft
men are left
with the paradox of pro
tecting the nation's inter,ir
ests without manpower.We
strongly believe the interests of the U.S. call for the
maintenance of the draft.

.
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Water to Spare, But Not For Long
By RICK PETTIGREW, Gonzaga Prep, Spokane
NANCY ROBERTS, Holy Names, Spokane

The Southwest is thirsty for our water.
At this moment, we of the Northwest
have water to drink, water to swim in
and water to waste. In the Southwest we
find water-rationing, pollution and bickering over water rights.
One might say, the logical solution is
to send the Southwest our excess water.
But the solution is not so simple. Unfortunately, the cost of piping our surplus
water to the Southwest would be, by one
estimate, $20 billion.
IT WOULD MEAN moving millions of
tons of water over hills and mountains
for a thousands miles through pipes,
canals and natural valleys and the construction cost would not be all. Simply
to keep the water running would cost
millions.
Consider the future. How long will

our water surplus last? It cannot last
much longer, for according to Gov. Dan
Evans of Washington, we are experiencing a growth unequalled in history. Our
water needs increase accordingly.
Should we of the Northwest submit to
the demands of Southwestern interests
and divert water from the Columbia
River system to their irrigation ditches?
DESALINIZATION of sea water and
water conservation are the best solutions
to the problem. Although desalinization is
at present too expensive to be practical,
the process may soon be perfected to a
point where it can be done inexpensively.
Water conservation is always possible
and is always necessary.
It is up to us, the youth of the Northwest, to look to the future. To protect
our future, we must protect our water
resources, so that our economy will not
grow thirsty and die.

'Americans Running/ Say Exchange Teens
rehearsing his part in Sealth
High School's production of "My
Fair Lady."
CAROLA'S FUTURE plans

center on art. She plans to return to her family in Buenos

van

Seattle.

5

Draftees Insure Freedom
Loyola, Missoula, Mont.

radiation, anatomy, and physiolOgy

—
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BARBARA STOLLE
By PATTY ARNZEN,
St. Gertrude's Cottonwood, Idaho
LINDA GRIESMEYER,
Aquinas, Tacoma

—

Americans live too fast
they're always running. This
was the general opinion of three
foreign exchange students —
Paulo W. Gick of Porto Alegre,
Brazil; Carola Mercier of Buenos Aires, Argentina, and Barbara Stolle of Braunschweig.
West Germany.
The students are here through
the help of foreign exchange
services and are staying in various homes in the Seattle area.
Paulo, a senior interested in
drama and choir, is presently

Aires in July after completing
her senior year at Ballard High
School.
Barbara, a quiet redhead, is
attending Garfield High School.
When she returns to Germany
she wants to put her English to
use as an interpreter.
Because they have the same
classmates throughout 12 years
of school, students know one another better than they do in

PAULO W. GICK

CAROLA MERCIER
America. Speaking for himself
and Carola, Paulo said, "We
prefer to know fewer people
more closely than a lot of people
hardly at all."
Socially, they prefer to go out
with a large group of friends
rather than confining themselves to one person. Barbara
stated, "Dating is much different; here, it is more serious,
while in Germany people go in
a crowd."
All agreed— that "everything
is different" schools, classes,
dates, food, sports and attitudes.
They enjoy living in America,
yet find that "it's always rush,
rush, rush."
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Press Leaves 'Prints' on Seattle

CONTEMPLATIVE COOKIE CRUNCHERS: Concentrating on coming deadlines are (from 1.) Joe Tobin, Seattle
Prep; Judy Pilcher and Barbara Williams, both of Aquinas, Tacoma.

McCOY MAKES HER MARK: Genny McCoy, Holy Names, Seattle, corrects some
final copy for page three.

Student Prints photo by Evelyn Witliamson, St. Mary's Toledo, Wash.

Photo by Monica Gallagher, St. Leo's, Tacoma

These Pages Turn to Books
By CATHY CALLAGHAN
St. Mary's, Toledo, Wash.

books, bring rare editions and

duplicate copies from the
AGNES LOW,
stacks, label and mend incomHoly Angels, Seattle
ing
materials and arrange disLibrary
The Seattle Public
plays.
and
has a number of pages
Requirements for their jobs
not all in books! Instead, they
are college students, both men are rigorous. Eleanor Kidder,
and women, who do the detailed superintendent of the young
"housekeeping" jobs for the adults department, says pages
must have been graduated from
million-volume operation.
Their main responsibility is high school, and maintain good
shelving returned reading mat- grades in college in order to
ter which is arranged according apply themselves fully to their
to the Dewey Decimal System. 20-hour-a-week job.

...

IS THIS WORK boring? Not
according to Suzanna Panchot,
one of the hard-working pages
in the education department. "I
enjoy my job mostly because
I love to be around books," Sue
said.
Besides shelving. Sue and her
co-workers check for reserved

MISS KIDDER ALSO stressed
that a potential page must desire to work on a permanent
basis. She said there is too
much involved in training to accept pages for short periods.
Beginning pages earn $1.25 an
hour. Many feel the experience
is worth far more.

Don't Go 'Russian'
Into Trip Without Tips
By MARTHA BERGMAN, Holy Child, Portland
MICHELE MILLER, Providence, Vancouver, Wash.

—
Moscow

You can sit in Seattle and still "sec"
through a travel agency.
According to Walter Jorg of the Mary North Travel
Agency, a tour of Russia would relieve the pocketbook
of a mere $3,220, not including air fare, passports, visas

DELEGATE TESTS
PAGE'S' TASK: Agnes
Low, Holy Angels, Seattle,
peeks over pile of books.
Prints photo by Monica Gallagher,
St. Leo's, Tacoma

By MARILYN SWARTZ,
St. Leo's, Tacoma
JOE VOLPE

Jesuit, Portland
Blue-gray
eyes, a friendly
Before actual planning of the Russian trip necessary papers,
provided by the Russian consulate, must be signed and forwarded smile and a hint of a Dutch accharacterize H. Willem
to that country for final approval. After being okayed the traveler cent
Alma, Seattle honorary consulis able to continue his carefree planning.
general for The Netherlands.
Born in Holland, Alma left
STOP,
leaving
FIRST
after
Seattle, is New York. After a brief
his
native land for the West
stay at the "crossroads of the world," the traveler boards another
Indies in 1934, and just before
jet for Brussels.
World War II came to the U.S.
If the four arrive in Russia's capital in time for the annual After living in New York and
celebration, a national holiday in which the government San Francisco, he became a
~Maya Day
displays its nuclear strength to U.S. citizen and moved to Sej.
w)\
attle. Alma was appointed the
/ tne populace, members are in
f/S
for a treat Even before hotel
U
A
X
°dations can be made,
/J\
Hi accornm
c rave er may De engulfed by
■)
/t\
1c1
m^ a m°k
cneer n8- celebrating
I V ////
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By VIVIAN PETERSEN, Holy Names, Seattle

MARY BELKNAP, St. Ann's, Victoria
What happens when 181 high school students get together?
No, not a riot— Student Prints!
Teenage journalists from 27 high schools, from British Columbia and four states Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Montana met
at S.U. yesterday and today for the Sixth Annual Northwest Catholic High School Press Workshop.
They worked together, laughed together and ate together for
these two days. After this weekend they may never meet again,
but they have a 12-page newspaper to prove they spent 24 frantic
hours seeking, sifting, editing and printing news for Student Prints.
THE WORKSHOP is indeed a workshop. Teenagers ran all
over Seattle interrupting such prominent people as mayors, disc
jockeys and even "Grandma" at Grandma's Cookie Factory.
Around 4 p.m. Friday, energetic reporters returned from their
assignments to the Pigott Building at S.U. with brimming notebooks and ideas.
Cookies, cocoa and coffee were free; conditions were ideal.
Desperation descended with the dark— fiery ideas were "wet-blanketed" and frustrations appeared. The building where the window
washers were expected to be was levelled to the ground. The only
calm person in the entire building was Kerry Webster of Bellarmine, Tacoma, the editor-in-chief— he didn't even take off his
jacket.
STUDENT PRINTS appeared for the first time in 1961— the
brain-child of Lori Mills Gavin and Fr. Francis J. Greene, S.J.,
then headof the journalismdepartmentof S.U.
Fr. Greene realized that most high school press conferences
were sleep-inducing lecture sessions. He wanted to provide teenagers with' a working, learning journalisticexperience.
Fr. Greene was absent this year, pursuing doctoral studies in
New York, but the spirit and the purpose of the workshop remained
learning by doing.
unchanged

—

—

...

honorary consul-general to The

Netherlands in 1954.

HIS DUTIES include promoting the economic interests of
The Netherlands and working to
increase the flow of international trade. He aids Dutch visitors
to Seattle, making them feel at
home and also assists local residents who wish to visit The
Netherlands.
Alma earns his livelihood as
district manager of a company
representing Dutch, Norwegian
and Japanese steamship lines.
Alma believes a person's ed-

ucation is incomplete without
travel abroad. Last year, his
own daughter, currently a senior at S.U., studied in France.
(Two other children also attend S.U.)

HE OFFERS young men and
women this advice:
"If you are able to afford the
trip
go abroad. Learn the
language and discover how
other people think and work.
You'll acquire a better outlook
on life and people. You'll appreciate the U.S. more, including its mistakes."

...

'WINNIE-THE-POOH':

'Bear Fact: Movie's Sure Winner
1

*

AT LONG LAST, the hotel is
reached, moms assigned. Because of the lack of a class sys
Sgß^jB1/
tern n uss a> a rooms are of
Vi
ne same caliber old. and draf[ 9 jfj\ \
ty, but clean.
/to V
Moscow, like all important
)"^aM^^^
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*CT^world centers, is a city with
"
l
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many faces, the travel agent exArt work by Mary Ellen Merry, plained. Trips to Lenin's tomb
Serra Catholic, Salem and the Kremlin are "musts'
even though the government does not allow visitors
agenda,
for an
inside the fortified walls of the Kremlin.
Next stop on the tour is Leningrad, a somewhat smaller- city
to the northwest of Moscow. Leningrad, named after the Russian
leader, Lenin, has a culture combining East and West.

—

Photo by Pet Deagan, Serra Catholic, Salem

Consul H. W. Alma Counsels:
Travel Abroad Broadens Scope

and, of course, spending money.
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KERRY COLLAPSES: Editor -in Chief
Kerry Webster, Bellarmine Prep, Tacoma,
pauses for a break before the presses begin to roll.
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THE TOUR winds its way through Russia and a part of Siberia
before entering Iran on its 44th day.
Here in Iran, beautiful and expensive Persian rugs can be
purchased for a mere $10,000 (and up depending on size). The
traveler comes to his final stop in Istanbul, located on the ancient
Hellespont.
Though Russia appears to be an interesting interlude, fow
vagabonds find their wav from their armchairs.
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little brain." But "when he
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thought, he thought in the most
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thoughtful way he could think."
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for "hunney" that caused him
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to be caught in some most tai.t
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predicaments.
Art work b Mary Ellen Merry' Serra Catholic' Salem
In Walt Disney's cartoon featurette, "Winnie-the-Pooh and
THE YOUNG WILL find Pooh
SOME OF THE voices lacked
the Honey Tree." the world of a very clever bear, indeed. His the naturalness expected of the
Pooh-Bear and his friends is adventures are filled with fun, characters. Yet, Disney manportrayed without a loss of per- and his antics capture his aged to capture the sweetness
sohality and charm. The appeal- audience.
and simplicity of Pooh-Bear and
The "grown-up child" will find Christopher Robin,
ing characters of A. A. Milne's
immortal book romp through a him to be a winsome reflecThis cartoon should be endelightful chapter in their ad- tion on the innocence of child- joyed by the young as well as
vonturpsomc lives.
hood
the yotmg-at-heart.
By SHEILA COONEY,
Holy Names, Spokane
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Nun's Garb Disguises

'Continent on the Move':

Africa Challenges Student Contemporary Ideas

By LAURIE HOLSCHER, Holy Names, Spokane
BONNIE STROTH AM, Blanchet, Seattle
the dress except that it is very hard to walk in
Some people talk and think of doing something
after our free American clothing."
about the world's poor but few ever get beyond
"EACH GROUP had a work project; ours was
the thinking stage.

Judy Raunig is one person who advanced far
beyond this stage. This S.U. senior, production
director of this year's workshop, spent two
months in Mauritania, on the west coast of Afri-

.

ca last summer.
,
„
_..
_
This project, "Operation Crossroads Africa,
is designed to help the poor of that continent
and to build friendship between the youth of
America and the youth of Africa through a programof creativestudy and service.

AFTER HEARING of the project from a
friend, Judy wrote to New York, appliedand was

accepted. She left for Africa and arrived last
June 26, after a week of orientation in New Jersey. The hospitality of the peopleimpressed her.
"It was almost sacred, like part of their Moslem
religion," she said.
,
, ,
,
Her tone lightened as she talked about the
'
'
m

...
"..
s frS'
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food.

.

—
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THE CLOTHING of the people also interested
rarely
Judy. She
wore the national costumeonly on special occasions. The dress of women
is called a melehoffa It is one long strip of cloth
wrapped around and tied in small knots at the
shoulders to make a dress. It is usually in blue,
black or white.
"But Ialso saw a marriage melehoffa," Judy
said. "It was kelly green with gold trim. Ilove
-~.—

t,w
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Creative Ideas
Spark Theater
By CANDI MORGAN
St. Ann's, Victoria
AVERY LOY
Jesuit High, Portland

Every day a handful of hardy
individuals can be found painting, sawing, cutting and hammering in the tiny Teatro Inigo.
Teatro is home for the speech
and drama department of S.U.
and owes its success to the willingness and inventiveness of its
students. Three years have
passed since the building, formerly a Jehovah Witness Kingdom Hall, was renovated by the
students. During this time the
department has produced eight
plays including "Becket,"
"Twelfth Night" and "The
Pleasure of His Company."
They are now preparing for

"The Male Animal."

THE THEATER itself is practically self-supporting, mostly
because of the manner in which
productions are staged and
"propped." It is given no permanent budget for its productions by S.U., and its policy as
regards props basically depends
on what students can collect or

make themselves.
The majority of the work is
done by student volunteers under the direction of Mr. Jay
Glerum, set designer and technical director.He supervises the
ltehtine. sound and stage assembly. The stage itself is temporary. It can be arranged in circular, as a thrust stage or

in

leveled fashion according to the
necessary set.

COMBINATIONSof such thines
as a few old coffee cans, several strins of metal, silver paint
and a little imagination can result for example, in the chandeliers made by Dave Butler,
who has also appeared in six of
the theater's nine productions.
Another sample of the student's creativity is the reoallookino wallnaoer whose intricate design pattern was nchieved
by usin" stencils and sorav
naint. The wallnaivr will be
used in an uwominp production.
Butler summed no the nron
problem, savins. "What we
ran 'f pet from students wp
build and what wp can't build
. . wp buy r>r rent."

.

j

building a wall. Even the girls mixed cement,
used the trowels and dug trenches." Judy went
on in her serious way to explain, "This was our
tangible project-constructing the wall and also
helping set up a periodical library. In this way
our
we could „leave something
& behind besides

".

-

Tudy'was

very definite about why Americans
don t aiwayS succeed in getting through to the
people. "Crossroaders must always realize they
are guests in the African country they visit. They
don't go to impose American standards on African people; they go to learn."
She went on to explain, "Americans don't go
to become Ethiopians,but at the same time there
is much to learn from the traditions of the
people."
"THERE WAS definitely an adjustment to
make when arriving in Africa. The customs
but most of us were
were completely
» excited that it wasn't too hard." The most
difficult adjustments were physical, because of
the differences in food and water. Judy commented <The difference between the old *„<, the
new was exciting she holds high
c hopes for Tne
Dark Continent
Africa is aca continent on the
jt js a d
m
ie continent but still needs
t "h
education and economic development
Judy emphasized the fact that students between their senior year of high school and freshman year in college can apply to Crossroads.

different,

.

, ,„

.
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S.U. POET-IN-RESIDENCE: Sister Mary Gilbert discusses aspects of her writing career.
Student Prints Photo by BarbaraSilva, Holy Names, Seattle
By MARGIE DOYLE, Holy Names,Seattle
AIMEE YOUMANS, Saint Placid, Olympia
A poet's study is expected to be cluttered, musty and "Bohemian." But is it?
Room 310 at Xavier Hall on the S.U. campus has none of these
qualities. Upon entering the office of Sr. Mary Gilbert, SNJM,
poet-in-residence at S.U., one finds a brightly lit room ornamented
with pictures and artifacts and lined with volumes of verse.
Nor does Sr. Gilbert fit the picture of the stereotype poet. She
:
is a short, dark-complected
woman with alert brown eyes. nitely contemporary" and make
She speaks firmly and assured- use of natural imagery. She
ly about her writing career. writes in free verse, although
The nun's old-fashioned habit recently her work
to be
belies her twentieth-century at- more formal. Manytends
of her potitudes.
ems possesslight humoror irony.
SISTER'S POEMS are "defi- They are "definitely not intended to teach." Sister has learned
to use mere snatches of time to
formulate her ideas.
In answer to questions about
whether she wrote on inspiration or on schedule, Sister said
discipline is required in any
literary writing. A schedule of
work is mandatory in order to
produce for publication.
Sister's short stories are written, for the most part, about
nuns. She feels her life as a religious is a boon to her writing,
for the convent provides contemplativeatmosphere. "The Model
Chapel," her first story, was
published in "The Best American Short Storiesof 1962." Sister
said she doesn't plot her stories
but rather works from a general theme.
SISTER'S writing career had
no auspicious beginning. Her
first literary effort was a poem
written in the seventh grade.
After her entrance into the community of the Sisters of the Holy
Names of Jesus and Mary in
Portland, Sr. Gilbert's teaching
career did not leave much time
for writing. Her teaching was
interrupted when she attended
the University of Oregon where
she received her M.A. in jourshows, pattern reviews for home nalism in 1951.
While attending the university,
economics teachers and infor- Sister
Gilbert wrote an article
ma l modeling "on the floor."
on the religious life which was
Often the board is called upon published in America magazine.
She was asked to write more arto review coming fashions for
of the same type, and
the store's buyer or a manufac- ticles
instead of writing a book of unturer. They criticize and advise related essays, she decided
to
on what they feel will be a sell- write a personalizedaccount.
ing product,
The result was "The Springs
of Silence." Sister's second
TOE MEMBERS, dressed in book, "Later Thoughts From the
their fashion board outfits, work Springs of Silence," was written
as salesgirls as often as they alongthe same lines.
are able.
A POETRY workshop, conBesides offering the girls the ducted by Karl Shapiro in 1959
opportunity for companionship at Portland State University,
and experience in public rela- re-awakened Sister's interest in
tions, the store provides a $500 poetry, culminating in a book of
scholarship for an outstanding poems, "From the Dark Room,"
member.
published in ISB4. This title
The store also sponsors a found its origin in Sister's own
fashion board for college stu- experiences developingpictures
dents. It is basically the same, for the school annual at Fort
but differs in that it operates in Wright College in Spokane. Pothe summer months with the ems in the book progress "From
members working full time, the Dark Room" to "Where the
Some of the 12 members rep- Light Begins."
resent out-of-state colleges,
Advice to young writers? Sisyhe Bon Mafche
sports ter warned against using "great
a boys' board. The Tiger Ad- abstractions" for themes. She
visory Board is comprised of feels amateur writers tend to
student body presidents from take huge them p s that they
interested high schools. At pres- cannot manage. Sister also enent the boys are salesmen, but couraged aspiring writers:
and read contemporfuture plans include possihlr "Read
ary poetry."
hoys' fashion shows.

Granny' Reveals Tricks of Cookie Trade
By JOE TOBIN,
Seattle Prep, Seattle
JUDY PILCHER,

Aquinas, Tacoma
How can one little grayhaired grandma bake 4,800 dozen cookies a day? She does it
with huge sacks of flour, fivepound slabs of chocolate, barrels of vegetable shortening,lots
of nuts, raisins, marshmallows,
coconut
and a silo full of sugar
— at Grandma's
cookie factory
in Seattle.
Granny's kitchen, which employs 50 working girls and 10
bakers, is no ordinary one.
More than a ton of dough is
shoveled into steel molds, cut
by thin wires and deposited on
a conveyor belt. The cookies
are then baked and cooled gradually. Finally, they are automatically weighed, packaged
and boxed.

These processes do not always run efficiently. In one incident, an employee, due to a
hangover, substituted salt for
sugar in a frosting mix.
One slight miscalculation has
burned batches of cookies. Often, too, if the consistency of
the flour varies even slightly,
the cookies are either too puffy
or too thin.
TO REMEDY these situations,
the plant has employed a home
economist. It is her job to control the quality of products used
in the manufacture of Grandma's cookies. She also tests recipes before they are produced
on a large scale.
Roy Reynolds, the present
owner of Grandma's Cookie
Factory, first worked in the
plant in 1928, after one year of
college.
Beginning as a lowly dough
mixer, he workedhis way up to
superintendent of the plant and
"married the boss's daughter"
in 1940. Eventually he became
the sole owner.

UNLIKE MANY factories.
Grandma's has no ultra-secret
cookies recipes. In fact. Reynolds admits he gathered most
of his new recipes from cookbooks and magazines.
Although cookie lovers prefer creme sandwiches at the
moment, the most consistent
favorites have been sugar and
oatmeal cookies. Coconut and
chocolate chin are also on the
ho<;t-splU»r list.

Seattle Clothes Critics:

Youth Review Styles
By DIANE HEYNDERICKX,
John F. Kennedy, Mt. Angel, Ore.
EMILY WOLTRING
Holy Child, Portland

"Experience
companions
... confidence". ..
were the words

used by Linda Price of Sammamish High School in summarizing the meaning of membership in the Bon Marche
Fashion Board.
According to Miss Judy Hancock, the youth co-ordinator, the
board, originally formed around
1950, has 30 members selected
from the high schools of the
Seattle area

THE ADMITTANCE proced-

ure begins with the selection of
three girls from each school
who are interviewed by the
previous board. They are chosen
on the basis of poise,personality
and appearance. These girls
then assume the role of co-ordinators between the teenage
consumers and the fashion re-

Their duties entail anything
from selling and modeling to
wrapping gingerbread men for
a Christmas brunch. The modcling schedule includes bimonthly "Seventeen" fashion

„.
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the printed word . . .
■

T
A he printed word has the unique power
of great persuasion. Properly articulated
and transcribed, printed words can bring
about great results. Printed words can
encourage political unrest or solidarity,
make moonlight sales a success, promote
new products, inspire meditation, record
history fer future generations to learn
by, inform the uninformed. All these
actions can be brought about or influenced
by the printed word.
Therefore, as we write for publication, we
must be aware of the power these printed
words may have upon the reader. Responsible
journalism demands that the best available
knowledge be published in the best interests
of all readers. Thoughts, transcribed through
the medium of the printed word, will bring
a reaction in the reader. We must be sure
the reaction will be the desired one.

Nt ino
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Reporter Waitresses:
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No,
Paper?
Ham on Rye
'n
Pen
Inside Red Chinese Jail

By ANGELA RUHOFF,
St. Gertrude's, Cottonwood, Idaho
MARY BETTS,
Holy Names, Spokane

CONNIE HEINEMAN,Marycrest, Portland
JEFF BRAIN, Seattle Prep, Seattle
Fr. John W. Clifford, S.J., three-year veteran of a
Red Chinese jail, revealed some facts and opinions of his
tenure in Viet Nam and Red China.
After studying Mandarin Chinese for a year in Peking, Fr. Clifford traveled to Shanghai where he worked
with the people.In 1953, he was jailed along with 30 other
priests by the Communists. He was shifted among four
different jails in three years.

THE JAILS WERE all simi-

lar. Father used Wardroad Jail

as an example. An average of
four people were crammed into
each of the 5,000 cells. At rush
times, seven were in some of the
cells.
Life was dull. It included sitting between the hours of 5 a.m.
and 9 p.m. and lying the rest of
the time. He received only two
servings of rice and turnips a
day. Fr. Clifford emphatically
pointed out that he was in a jail,
not a camp.
"Camp life is much easier," he
explained. "The captive in a
camp is able to move around
while the prisoner in a jail must
sit and sleep."

FATHER describes the Chi-

nese people as friendly, polite

and industrious. The degraded
agricultural condition, he says,
must not be attributed to weather but to the organization of the

Communists.
There is no family life in Red

China, Father says. The people
are organized into communes.
Men and women separateduring

work hours. Schools condition
the children not to obey their
parents, but to stand firm on
the ideals of the government.

INTHE SUMMER of 1965, Fr.
Clifford was in Hong Kong for
research, and decided to go
to South Viet Nam to observe
the situation in that troubled
country.

A week was spent commuting
between Saigon and the village
of Kuang Tri, eight miles from

the North Viet Nam border,
wherehe saw the devout Vietnamese Catholics singing Mass.
Father pointed out that 10 per
cent of the South Vietnamese
are Catholics, the highest percentage in Southeast Asia; 15
per cent of the population is
Buddhist and the rest have no
religionat all.

THE SOUTH Vietnamese are
friendly, but more easy-going
than their northern neighbors.
And they are free, Father said.
They may not be able to elect
the village mayor, he said, but
they still have free enterprise.
Fr. Clifford is opposed to Red
China entering the United Na-

We arrived at the conference
armed with pencil and paper
which served us poorly in the
job awaiting us. How were we
to know that we would be peeling potatoes and wrapping hamburgers at a "press" conference?
Upon receiving our assign-

tions. He said that 45 per cent
of the population of Southeast
Asia is Chinese and the Chinese
people are passionately loyal to
their fatherland.
In Father's opinion, U.N. recognition would undo the actions
that have favored non-Communist nations in Southeast Asia.

FR. CLIFFORD approves of
the U.S. policy in Viet Nam. He
said, because of Korea, the Oriental people think of Americans
f«s men who weaken when the
going gets rough. If the U.S. is
ever to be restored as the defender of liberty, she must not
leave Viet Nam. If the U.S. does
withdraw, the Communists, in
due time, will overrun the entire Malayan Peninsula, Father
said.
At present, Father is studying
for his doctorate in Chinese
studies at theU.W.
Would he return to continue
his teaching at the university in
Taiwan? Father replied, "I will
if Ilive longenough."

ments, we were

Timidly, but brave and determined, we went to the examination room of the Public Safety
Building.
The health test was merely a
written quiz taken after studying
a booklet of information necessary for maintaining a sanitary
restaurant. The examination included everything from how to
preserve foods to what temperature dishwater should be.

ONE TO GO: Student Prints reporter Angela Ruhoff
wraps hamburger during "on-the-job training" at Seattlearea drive-in.
Student Prints photo by Pat Deagan

Troubleshooter Aims at Public Woes
previousproblems,he'llseek the
aid of those professionals most
capable of answering them.
For example, many people
This is the day of James call in concerning damages to
"007" Bond,Maxwell Smart city property. These questions
are then given to the Seattle
and Batman, each having Engineering
Department which
his own undercover identi- takes care of these problems.
ty. Keeping up with the
The Troubleshooter receives
trend, the Seattle Times, an average of 45 questions a day
of which 25 per cent are sent in
too, has its undercover
—
by
"I answer the majority
agent Larry Brown, alias of mail.
them even though they all
the Times Troubleshooter. can't be printed," Brown said.
The Troubleshooterhas solved
HE ANSWERS scores of quessome 15,000 problems since his tions personally by phone or
column began Oct. 21, 1963.
mail and about four questions
Each call or letter receives are printed daily. "I try to sepersonal attention by this pro- lect the type of problem that will
fessional worrier who feels that be of greatest interest to the
"people appreciate individual general public for my newspaconcern for their problems and per column," he explained.
need someone to understand
Brown says that questions
them."
without answers are the hardWHEN A PROBLEM reaches est to face. "People don't realhis desk, the Troubleshooter ize that Ican't possibly give fiknow
goes to work. If the answer nancial aid, even thoughI
can't be found in the almanac, they are in dire need and righthis book of facts or his file of teously deserve it."
By DIANE McPHEE,
St. Leo's, Tacoma
SUE OAKSMITH,
Holy Names, Seattle

Some of the questions asked
have been unique. One man
wanted to know.if he could take
a lie detector test to prove to his
wifehe hadn't been stepping out
on her. Another writer was a
little boy who wanted to know
how many raisins there are in a
box of raisin flakes.
"You've stumped me there,"
Troubleshooter admitted.
THE BOY'S ONLY reply was,
"You know what? You're

dumb!

"

"This man has satisfied the
general public by bridging the
gap between the puzzled taxpayer and the multitude of public agencies that serve him,"
remarked his colleague Don
Duncan, Times columnist.
Solving the problemsof countless people of the Puget Sound
community may not be an appealing job to most, but to one
who has worked so diligently at
this service, a certain amount of
satisfaction is derived.
What we want to know is:
Who solves his problems?

Youth Prill Team:

Filipinos Flash Fast, Fancy Footwork

By EILEEN MORAN,
Marycrest, Portland
KAREN KRANZ,
St. Joseph's, Yakima
"We feel it's our part in pre-

serving the culture of the Filipinos," said Mercy Israel, describing the purpose of the Filipino YouthActivities DrillTeam.
Mercy is captain of the girls' division of the team.
Fred Cordova, leader of the
group, originated the first team
in 1959. Mercy said prospective
members must be "Filipino by
birth, blood or adoption."
THE 75-MEMBER drill team
—
is divided into three groups
Princeses (girls),Cumbancheros
(older boys) and Mandayans
(younger boys). Both the Princeses and the Mandayans join

or bus and have performed as
far north as Vancouver, 8.C.,
and down the coast to Long
Beach, Calif. Olympia and Spokane are just two of the cities
the FYA Drill Team will visit
in the future.
Practice is an important facet
in the work of the drill team.
About three hours are spent
every week in perfecting drills
and in learning new routines.

JOHN RAGUDOS

in the drills and are accompanied by the music of the Cumbancheros. Gongs, drums, tambourines and flutes add to the
Oriental atmosphere of the
marches. Commands for the
various maneuvers are called
out in several Filipino dialects.

told a health

test was first on the agenda.

MERCY ISRAEL

EACH DIVISION of the drill

team sponsors various fund-rais-

ing activities to finance their
tours, which take place during
the summer months and on
some weekends during the
school year.
Team members travel by car

THE MULTI -COLORED
"Moro" worn by the girls is a
native costume of Mindanao, an
island in the Philippines. Boys
in the drill team dress in ArabicIndonesian costumes.
John Ragudos expressed his
feelings when he remarked,
"The drill team provides wholesome leisure activities for the
Filipino youth in Seattle."

RELIEVED TO find that we
passed the test, we took our
Service Workers Permits and
went to the Whizburger stand
in Burien, south of Seattle.
Here we saw a drive-in restaurant behind the scenes. Previously unaware of the procedures involved in food prepara-

tion, we discovered that a small
order of hamburgers and fries
can be a big job.
As we watched the huge array
of machines, the owner gave his
first order, "Angela, six hamburgers and fries with six cokes
to go, and hurry!"

CONTRARY TO our former
we found that waitresses
have something to do every minute. After donning our uniforms,
we began participating in the
routine and organization of running a drive-in restaurant.
The sound coming from the
corner of the room was caused
by the automatic potato peeler.
Apprehensively, we approached
the machine wondering about
our safety while operating it.
ideas,

Potato peeling is only the first
step in seven of preparing
French fries. Steps two to seven
include slicing the potatoes,
soaking them in a preservative
solution, drying the potatoes,
blanching the slices, deep frying
the potatoes and bagging the
final product.

THE FAR CORNER of the
the room harbored a machine,
which we called "our blunder."
From this ice cream maker, we
produced four lopsided and precariously perched scoops of ice
cream on one cone.
We left our "part time jobs"
amid the whir of a potato peeler, the spattering sounds of he
grill and shouts of drive-in
jargon.
We decided this job should be
undertaken only once at every
press conference.
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Everett Foils Prep, 57-56;
Retains Sole Conference Lead

SPORTS

By MIKEEDLING,
Bellarmine,Tacoma
JOHN FLAHERTY,

Editorial

Bellarmine, Tacoma

The Everett Seagulls,
Western Conference leaders, using their height to an
advantage, squeaked by
second place Seattle Prep Panthers with a slim 57-56 margin.

Minor Sports Need Backing
By STEVE SWENSON, St. Martin's, Olympia

TONY PARTINGTON, Blanchet, Seattle

"Aw, who wants to go to wrestling meets? They're so
drawn out and boring." This thought is typical of the average student in our high schools and colleges.Not only
wrestling, but track, tennis and other minor sports suffer

This battle for the lead was
played before an enthusiastic
crowd at the S.U. gym. The
game often saw as much, if not
more, action coming from the
benches. Players and coaches
were seen popping up and down
regularly,resulting in two technicals on the Everett squad.

PREP CONTROLLED the
early stages of the game until
midway through the second
quarter, when rangy Mike Gilleran picked up his third foul.
With Gilleran on the bench Everett eased past the Panthers to
a 28-22 half-time lead.
The state's number one team
appeared short of their ranking,
because of careless ball handling.
Prep came out of the third
quarter with determination to
overcome the deficit. Led by
the accurate shooting of Gilleran
and forward Dennis Kippen, the
Seattle squad evened the slate
at 40-40, with 52 seconds left in
the period.
The exciting final frame saw
the conference's leading scorer,
Pat Woolcock, pick up his fifth
foul with 37 seconds remaining
and leave the game with only
four points, thus setting the
scene for the dramatic ending.
KIPPEN then potted two charity tosses, to give the Panthers
the lead for the last time 56-55.
Steve Richie pouredin the buck-

from identical apathy.
Such reactions as "Gee, I
can hardly wait to see the
wrestling matches tonight, because they're always exciting," are rarely heard.
WHAT IS THE distinguishing factor between the indifferent and the aroused fan? Basically the "I-don'tcare" attitude results from a lack of understanding of
the sport involved.
Without a knowledge of the contest, certainly no
enthusiasm can be inspired by the outstanding feats accomplished by the participants.
The athletes in these unheralded sports sweat and
work as much if not more than those in the more promiSEAGULL DENNIS Pemberton (number 51) checks Pan- nent sports. They have given up innumerable hours of
ther center Mike Gilleran. Although Gilleran outpointed free time in order to participate in their particular event,
the Everett postman 19-4, the Seagulls squeezed through but still the majority of the students do not support them.
Nothing destroys the athlete's spirit more than an empty
to a57-56 victory.
cheeringsection.
A NEW SEASON IS.NOW approaching for many of
et from the head of the key with
SCORING: Everett— Whitman
nine seconds remaining. After 7, Woolcock 4, Pemberton 2, these sports. Your interest and enthusiasm could mean
11, Davidson 15, Cum- the difference between an inspired winning team or a
a Prep time out, Kippen took a Ritchie
mins 4, Sanford 10, Carpenter 4, dispirited losing one.
cross-court pass, tried an un—
Van Duren 0. Seattle Prep—
successful basket while the Kippen 15,
Dare to be different cheer for your track and tennis
3, Gilleran 19,
Keefe
buzzer sounded.
Corr 5, Rosillo 4, Gatter 3, teams, just as you support your basketball and football
siuaem trims rnoio Dy uavia noveta, tsiancnet

In the tight contest, the lead
changed hands eight times and
was deadlocked on four occasions. Everett's superior shooting from the field proved to be
the margin, as the Gulls hit 43
per cent as compared to 32 per
cent for Prep.

teams.

Gross 7.

$3 Million P.E. Complex:

Multi-Purpose Center Planned for S.U.

By KATHLEEN HAVES,

Blanchet, Seattle
CELINE SPRUTE,
KATHY SONNEN and
BENEDICT RIEDEL,
St. Gertrude's Cottonwood, Idaho
Plans are being made for a
By JERRY BALDASTY, Gonzaga Prep, Spokane
big, new $3 million physical eduJOAN DELLWO, Holy Names Academy, Spokane
With spring approaching, track and field competitors cation complex at S. U. "We
hit the cinders with a hopeful eye on the coming season. feel it is going to be one of the
Rigorous training fills the days of two U.W. stu- best in this section of the country," stated Dr. Joseph Page,
dent athletes, Al Pemberton, track team captain, and head
of the physical education
Tom Strathairn. Their
department at S. U. when asked
strict training includes dis- and to learn from their mis- to express his views on the
building, expected to be the lartance running, weights, takes.
on campus.
gest
for
endurfartleks (speed-play)
PEMBERTON feels a chalance, and 110-yard wind sprints
The
construction of the P. E.
lenging obstacle to overcome in complex
that will serve the en"What
real"yourself."
track is
"ISOMETRICS are used to a ly hurts is all that pain and tire student body is tentatively
scheduled to begin this summer
certain extent but, since they do soreness you endure."
and be completedby fall of 1967.
not accomplish the full range
Strathairn remarked, "You Neither an athletic complex nor
achieved by barbells, they do
palace," it will be
not predominate in training," have to realize that you can a "sports
explained Pemberton, universi- overcome this pain, that you can used for intramural sports, an
ty champ in the discus and shot make your body work harder. instructional station and general
You have to know that you can recreation.
put.
do better.To improve, you have
Strathairn lifts weights two to work towards a goal and then
A COMMITTEE of 12, condays a week and works three reach it."
sisting of students, faculty and
days on his own event, the 440

Thinclads Pound Track
For Coming U.W. Season

hurdles.

From 2-5 p.m. the athletes,
under the direction of their
coach, Stan Hiserman, run in
the stadium.

ACCORDING TO Strathairn,

"The idea of keeping in shape is
a year-round job. During the
summer, while at home in Larkspur, Calif., Iusually run in the
NCAA-sanctioned open meets to
keep in shape." Pemberton,
however, regards summer as a
time to relax.
Both trackmen agreed there is
a vast difference between sports
in high school and in college.
Strathairn said, "High school
athletes work more for the
school as a team, while collegians work as individuals."
According to both Pemberton
and Strathairn, the real technique of cinder competition lies
in the ability to watch others,

~-j
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Artwork by Thea Herfst, St. Ann's Academy, Victoria
administrators and headed by half dozen classrooms for physDr. Page, has outlined the steps ical education majors, a dance
for financing the project from studio, a wrestling room, an
three sources
federal grants, extra room with gymnastic apgovernment loan and University paratus, a sauna bath and a
large uncompleted area to be
funds.
The three-story building will used for the ROTC drills and
be erected on the former CYO baseball batting practice.
Memorial Field property. Sports
Dr. Page stressed the fact
such as badminton, volleyball, that this planned complex is for
baseball, basketball, handball, the entire student body. "Alwrestling and swimming will be though the mainpurpose of S.U.
available.
is intellectual growth, physical
education supplements academic
ALSO IN THE building are a improvement."

—

Bardahl Camp Tests Revolutionary Hydroplane

Other changes are a longer afte rdc c k, an aerodynamically
shaped tail and a transom, extremely wide by current standards.

By JOSEPH ERICKSON,
IHM Academy, Coeur d'Alenc

LINDA CARROLL,

Holy Names, Spokane

The "Green Dragon," a
revolutionary hydroplane
that sports two rooster tails
and a rear-mounted engine,

is being readied by the Miss
Bardahl crews for the 1966 hydro racing season.
The sleek new craft, designed
by Ron Jones, is expected to
travel in excess of 180 m.p.h.,
corner faster and maintain its
speed on turns better than conventional hydroplanes.

THE BASIC reason for putting
the engine in the rear, according to Doug Kinnaird, public relations man for Bardahl Corp.,

Ron Musson puts Bardahl through dry run.
is to raise the boat from the
water so it rides more freely.

This is accomplished by a longer and wider air tunnel underneath, producing more lift.
Using aerodynamic principles,

Jones made the boat create lift
on the tail, preventingdrag.
Changes in design from the old
Miss Bardahl include a Vshaped propeller shaft that produces the two rooster tails.

THE PITCH will be controlled
by the pressure of the rooster
tails on the cavitation plate. The
new Miss Bardahl will be driven
by the V-12 Rolls Royce-Merlin
aircraft engine used in the former Miss Bardahl.
Ron Musson, pilot of the Bardahl this year, is a veteran
hydro driver and national high
point unlimited champion. Since
Musson began working for Bardahl in 1962, he has won six unlimited races and holds three
unlimited records. He is currently testing the "Green Dragon" on Lake Washington.
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Attitude Important

Tight Defense Effective:

For

Winning

Blanchet Bridles Bellingham

Team

By JOHN GALLAGHER,

By DOLORES ZEGAR,
Marycrest, Portland

Jesuit, Portland

john McCarthy,

MIKE O'CONNELL,
Bellarmine,Tacoma
"A team is based on sheer
spirit, and everything should be
We
sacrificed for attitude
cannot define attitude but we
know when we have it."
For the last 18 years Coach
John Goodwin has carried Seattle Prep through numerous
victories by applying this philosophy. Well-known for his sharp
wit and delightful personality,
Goodwin has made a name for
himself throughout the state,
which led to his winning the
Seattle Post-Intelligencer'sMan-

...

of-the-Year award this season.
Goodwin said each player's
attitude and spirit plays an important part in the team's success. Unless a player has spirit,
he cannot use his talents to his
highest capacity. He said one
fault of the losing team is that
it does not develop spirit until
the night before the game.

GOODWIN does not fully approve of student pep rallies because he believes that if teammates do not have spirit at
practice, it will be hard to develop just before the game. The
team is never rewarded for winning a game and neverpunished
for losing.

Artwork: Seattle Prep Panther
The secret of the Panthers'
success, Goodwin said, was not
due to more training,but better
training. He is not particularly
friendly with his team. It is his
purpose to coach,and the team's
purpose to win.
Goodwin also teaches freshman, junior and senior math.
He feels he can completely
divorce his two activities and
says, "When Iam in the classroom, I'm in the classroom.
When I'm coaching, I'm coach-

Bellarmine, Tacoma
The Blanchet Braves rallied
for 21 points in the final quarter to insure a 63-45 victory over
the Bellingham Raiders last
night. A tight man-to-man defense by the Braves was apparently the main difference between the squads.
The first quarter gave little
indication of the fourth quarter
runaway. Dan Burns of Blanchet pumped in eight points in
the period to pace the Braves
to a 15-13 lead. The Raiders
were cold from
— the outside in
this quarter and also for the
remainder of the game.
Blanchet upped its season
mark to 11-7. The Braves are
now third in Western Conference competition with a league
record of 7-4. The Raiders are
8-11 for the year.

THE BRAVES took an early
lead, after stealing the first tipoff and held a short advantage

through most of the first three
Gale Bishop's
Raiders launched their greatest effort midway through the
second quarter. The two teams
jockeyed back and forth for the
lead. Bob Horn of Blanchet gave
the Braves 14 of their 15 points
in this period.
Bellingham got good results
from around the key but the
tough Blanchet defense prevented them from pulling ahead.
The half ended with Blanchet
leading, 30-27.
By MARI ADAMSKI, St. Joseph, Yakima
Blanchet again copped the
ED MAGGI, Central Catholic, Portland
tip-off and lengthHy Zimmerman, a reporter for the Seattle Times, third quarter
ened a short lead over the
covers baseball and hockey and writes a column three Raiders. Both teams turned
times weekly on varied topics. He also covers spot assign- over the ball several times but
the outside shooting of the
ments such as in his recent interview of a blind boy, who Braves
increased their lead to
was interested in wrestling.
8 points when the final quarter
His first step toward the cabegan. The fourth quarter apdjt
b
f h
peared to be a different game
reer he would pursue for 20 lowa
j w Tribune
lnDuneyears was accidental, Zimmeras the Braves poundedthe Raidman said. On returning from
HE GAINED "valuable exper- ers into submission. Bellingham
the war he applied for an inter- ience,. and
switched to a man-to-man derounded
,,
view with the local employment
in a vain attempt to stop
jty b
roles on fense
rampaging Braves.
the
bureau
this small
He su88ests t0 budding jourmanager
THF
PFRSONNFI manager
JOHN SMOLIK scored several
THE PERSONNEL
fjrst attempt
na jsts that th
times for the Raiders, while
for the agency was the former t0
£
_
job
a
t
Blanchet controlled the ball for
coach of a high school Zimmerr He says they then can the remainder of the gamc.
man s high school had played work jn writing advertising
and With two minutes on the clock
against. Zimmerman played make-up
both coaches put in their subbaseball, hockey and basketball.
stitutes.
The personnel manager advised
ZIMMERMAN commented
Throughout the game Blanhim to take a placement test to tnat there were too m
re
chet controlled both rebounds
determine what field of study
m the neWspaper proshooting. Bellingham's ofhe should major in at college^ fession just for the giamorH in and
The results of the test showed volved He emphasized the nec- fense consisted of efforts to
work the ball in close and shoot
a strong ability in journalism essity of sein
a newspaper man from around the key.
and adverting.
first and a sports fan second
Neither team was hurt serAt the University of MinneZimmerman's family life re- iously by fouls. Few were comapolis, he majored in journal- volves around his wife, Thea. mited and both teams only
ism and minored in advertising. He has two daughters and one made half of their shots from
After graduation he was offered
m.
the foul line.
quarters. Coach

Reporter Reviews Life;

Job Choice Accidental
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I Swimming Champ - Prepares for Olympics
By KIMMcCABE,
H
nd

ning. Besides looking forward
to this meet, he anticipatescoma
Shoreline
Krause
unior
at
J
DON KARDONG
in the 1968 Summer
peting
School,
High
won
1500-meter
the
Seattle Prep
If natural ability and hard free style event in world record Olympics in Mexico City.
work are the basis for a success- time at last year's national AAU
Krause began his career at
ful athletic career, then nation- outdoor meet. In preparation the age of eight when he placed
ally renowned swimmer Steve for this year's nationals, Krause second in a 60-yard free style
Krause has already laid the is swimming an hour each eve- race. The following year he
joined the Cascade Swim Club
and has been with the organization ever since. He has developed a preference for middleSports Editors: Dan Weber, Seattle Prep, 10; Kate Murphy,
distance swimming, particularly
Marycrest, Portland, 11.
the 400-meter free style, in
Assistant Sports Editors: Sue Prendergast, Holy Names, Seattle, which he emphasizes the need
10; Paul Muckerheide, Seattle Prep, 11.
for an even pace.
Copy Editors: Patricia Welle, J. F. Kennedy High, Mt. Angel,
Krause says his training does
Ore., 10; Sally Brands, Holy Child, Portland, 11.
Reporters: Page 10 Kathleen Hayes, Blanchet, Seattle; Celine not interfere with studies or soSprute, St. Gertrude's, Cottonwood, Idaho; Joan Dellwo, Holy Names,
cial life, and his new-found inSpokane; Jerry Baldasty, Gonzaga Prep, Spokane; Mike Edling, Bell- terest in skiing is a testimony
Tacoma;
Erickson,
d'Alene;
IHM Academy, Coeur
armine,
Joe
Linda to this.
Carroll, Holy Names, Spokane; Tony Partington, Blanchet, Seattle;
He plans to study medicine in
Providence,
Steve Swenson, St. Martin's, Olympia; Christy Schlamm,
Vancouver, Wash; Virginia Cannon, Providence, Vancouver, Wash.;
preparation for a career as a
Kathy Sonnen, St. Gertrude's Cottonwood,
but is undecided about
— Idaho; Benedict Riedel, St. doctor,
Gertrude's, Cottonwood, Idaho. Page 11 Mike O'Connell, Bellarmine,
the college he will attend.
Tacoma; Dolores Zegar, Marycrest, Portland; John Gallagher, Jesuit,
Whatever the future holds in
Portland; John McCarthy, Bellarmine, Tacoma; Kirn McCabe. Holy
store for Steve Krause, his
Child, Portland; Don kardong, Seattle Prep; Mari Adamski, St.
swimming abilities will be long
Joseph's, Yakima; Ed Maggi. Central Catholic. Portland; Frank
Koontz, Gonzaga Prpp. Spokanr.
remembered.

foundation for a brilliant future.
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WHERE'S THE BALL? An unidentified Bellingham player clutches the ball while Wayne Tannhauser, No. 4, and
Randy Gudbranson, No. 15, search for it. Blanchet has a
—
record
of 11 wins 7 losses while Bellingham has 8 wins
— 11 losses.

Student Prints Photo by Dick Borda, Seattle Prep, Seattle

THE BRAVES did fairly well
shooting from all positions, but
the Raiders only hit a small
percentage of their outside
shots. High scorer for the victorious Braves was Bob Horn,
who pouredin 20 points from all
over the court. He was followed
by Marty McCarthy with 14 and
Dan Burns and Rick Lorenz
with 10 each.

John Smolik fired in 15 counters to take high scoring honors
for Bellingham. Next came
Mike McNeil with 8 and Rob
Cyr with 7.

The Braves' coach, George
observed after the
game, "We played our best. We
had an excellent defense which
kept Bellingham from playing
a good game."
Morrison,

Junior Skaters Practice
Use Safety, Gain Skills
By ART REIS,
Central Catholic, Portland
FRANK KOONTZ,
Gonzaga Prep, Spokane

Where do hockey players like
Bobby Hull first learn to play
hockey? They probably learned
in the amateur ranks in one of
the major hockey cities of the
U.S. or Canada.
Amateur rank in Seattle is the
junior ice hockey program
which can be compared to baseball's Little League. Here, the
future stars of tomorrow first
learn the techniques and skills
of one of America's fastest
growing sports.

Ernie Adby

ACCORDING TO Ernie Adby
The rental of practice faciliof the Junior Division Hockey ties costs about $30 an hour and
System, the program in Seattle is not always available.
now involves 454 boys in five
The boys pay a sum of $25 at
different divisions. The boys the beginning of the season to
range in age from 8 to 18 and cover the insurance and equipthe season runs from Oct. 1 to ment costs of the teams.
Feb. 20.
Following the season, there is
ADBY STRESSED that safety
a playoff between the agegroups is an all-important factor in the
of the different areas. Each div- ice hockey program. He went
sion is represented by an all- on to say the injuries in junior ■»"
star team composed of 18 mem- ice hockey are relatively few,
bers. The games are played in due to the regular protective
three 20-minute periods with five gear worn by the professionals.
minutes of rest between periods.
All players are required to
The junior ice hockey prowear
head gear and all goalies,
gram was started before World
„
War 11, but was idle during the face masks. Adby said the cause
poor refereeing
injuries
of
are
by
Later
it
was
revived
war.
Adby and a group of his friends. and insufficient protectivegear.
Adby concluded that the prosHE REMARKED there are pects for the junior hockey prosimilar programs all over the gram are bright and now conWest Coast and many new ones tinuallyexpanding.He also said
are being added each year. The an important aspect of the junsize of the programis dependent ior ice program is that everyone
UDon the amount of ice avail- is given an equal opportunity to
play and show his true ability.
""ihie.
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Current Events Quiz;

Delegates Elect Ho Chi Minh Miss America
By ALEX MESFORD,
Serra Catholic, Salem
BARBARA NUXOLL and
LINDA UHLENKOTT,
St. Gertrude's, Cottonwood, Idaho

Quiz Puzzles Delegates |
FIRST PART
Walter Reuther
Alexei Kosygin
Joseph Mabutu
Walter Keane

Ho Chi Minh won the Miss
America Pageant and is the
commander of the U.S. armed
forces in Viet Nam. Pope Paul
VI, author of "Gone With the
Wind," was the first U.S. astronaut. Pat Nugent, fiance of Luci
Johnson, ranks as one of the 10
best-dressed women in the U.S.
These answers were given by
.7 per cent of the delegates in a
current-events quiz taken yesterday.

Cassius Clay
Margaret Mitchell
Mike Mansfield
Robert Baker
Mary Ann Fischer

LAST YEAR IN The Student
Prints the family name of the
Pope was matched with an
"opera singer" and a priest
identified him as an "Italian
film director." This year Giovanni Montini (Pope Paul VI)
was correctly identified by 7,3
per cent of the students. However, he is still associated with
an "Italian painter of modern
fame."
The general average of correct answers given on the quiz
was 43 per cent. Robert Mack,
a sophomore at Bellarmine
Prep, rated highest with 39 correct answers out of 50 possible
ones.

Clayton Moore
John Foster Dulles

THE TIME element was cited
as one factor in the results of
the tests. Gail Fahey, St. Leo's,
Tacoma, contended that eight
minutes was not enough time.

Teen Nuns' Join
Workshop Ranks

Willy Brandt
Yuri Gargarin
Dr. Jonas E. Salk

Chou En-lai
Giovanni Montini
Richard Starkey
Julie Andrews
James Michener
Jack Nicklaus

Alan B. Shepherd

Erwin Rommel
Willie Mays
Student Prints Photo by Monica Gallagher, St. Leo's, Tacotna

HARRIED BUT HAPPY: Barbara Nuxol left and Linda
Uhlenkott ponder the complexities of the questionnaire.
See story below on high school-going nuns.
"I don't think we had enough
time even if we would have
known any of the answers," she

said.

Only two-thirds of the dele-

gates attempted to answer ques-

tions concerning their congression delegations. The journal-

Scholars, Shape Up!
S.U. Scholarships In
By CAROLINE McDOWELL
and JEANNE PARENT,
Providence, Vancouver, Wash.

Money is no object! Any student who wishes to attend S.U.
can afford to do so, regardless
of financial need.
By KATHY FREY,
Aid in the form of scholarHoly Rosary, Seattle
ships, jobs on and off campus,
Nuns at a press confer- and government loans are available. These three means of
ence? Nuns in high school? financial
assistance have been
Heads turned this week- co-ordinated into one departend as two high school girls ment,nt, according to Colonel
dressed in the long, black Michael Dolan, director of figowns of postulants joined nancial aid.
Should a student's funds fall
the other harried, overshort of college demands, loans
worked Press Workshop are provided through the S.U.
delegates in the task of pro- financial department, under the
ducing a paper.
direction of Fr. Clair Marshall,
present the main source
Barbara Nuxoll and Linda S.J. At
is the National Defense Student
Uhlenkott of St. Gertrude's
Program, in which the
Academy, Cottonwood, Idaho, Loans
government supplies 90 per cent
shared the honor of being the of the funds and the University
first high school postulants to the remaining 10 per cent, Fr.
attend the workshop. They are Marshall said.
also the last high school postuCongress, however, is considlants of their order, because the ering a change in this program,
order has decided high school in which loans from private
girls are too young to enter the
convent.

Linda, A junior, and Barb, a
senior, live in the novitiate and
follow the same rules as the
professed Benedictines, while

attending regular high school
classes at St. Gertrude's (a coed high school). Both will go to
the Sisters' Junior College at
Cottonwood after graduation.
The two are all-American girls
in black. They take part in extra-curricular activities, go skiing and sleigh riding and watch
TV. When asked about their
habits, both said they didn't
mind wearing them.

ists from British Columbia
agreed that Premier W. A. C.
Bennett was the executive of
their province.
The poll indicated that students and advisers alike need to
be better informed by reading
about world situations.

Pioneer Institute
Close
Forced ToPRENTICE,
By MARY ELLEN
Providence, Vancouver, Wash.

The first educational institution in the Northwest, Providence Academy in Vancouver,
Wash., will close on June 1 for
financial reasons, leaving Vancouver and the surrounding area
without a secondary Catholic

sources would completely replace the NDSL, providing an
unlimited means of financial
assistance, he said.

School Proms Worth
Time, Trouble,Money
By ELLEN YAGLE,
Holy Names, Seattle

DARLENE GRAVERSEN,
Central Catholic, Yakima
"Four bucks for a corsage
10 for a tux
all this
gas
for a prom?"
When a prom is announced,
these problems occur to every
boy, a Student Prints poll yesterday indicated.
For girls, the promalso causes difficulties, especially in coeducational schools where the
girls usually outnumber the
boys.
FrankKoontz of Gonzaga Prep
in Spokane claimed the prom
is the "dance of all dances."
The girls are even more outspoken in enumerating the advantages of a prom. Lori Brotherton of Holy Rosary, Seattle,
said emphatically, "Kids would
die if we didn'thave it."

...

...

...

Glenn Miller

George Patton

Who is the representorive from your Conqressional district?
Who or* the senators
from your state?
If you are from British
Columbia, who is the
executive official of
your province?

5. "Old Blood and Guts"
6. Italian painter of modern fame
7. South American war leader during
Dominican Republic crisis
8. Headof United Auto Workers
9. "The Lone Ranger"
10. Head of poverty program
11. Woman industrialist
12. First manin space
13. Senate Majority leader
14. Author of "Gone with the Wind"
15. President of the Congo
l|.Painter whose works emphasize eye
expression
17. Soviet Premier
18. Child prodigy of late '50's
19. Starred In stage version, "The Sound
of Music"
20. Russian neurologist
21. FirstUS astronaut
22. "Desert Fox"
23. Discovered Polio vaccine
24. "Boy Wonder" of Washington D.C.
involved in '64 scandal
25. "Seance of a Wet Afternoon"
26. Speaker of the House
27. Starred in stage version, "My
Fair Lady"
28. NationalBaseball League's "Most
Valuable Player"
29. Mother of U.S. quintuplets
30. Winner, Pillsbury bake-off
31. Mayor of West Berlin
32. Pope Paul VI
33. Author of "Hawaii"
34. Premierof Red China
35. Black Muslim boxer

SECOND PART
1. Helsman Trophy winner
2. Headof SelectiveService system
Indira Gandhi
3. First Woman Prime Minister of India
4. Nat'l journalism society president
Marguerite Higgins
5. Americanboat builder
Sargeant Shriver
fi. "Best Dressed Woman," 1965
William Westmoreland
7. Starring in "Dr. Zhivago," (movie)
Rudolph Nureyev
John Lindsay
8. War correspondent of World War 11,
Truman Capote
Korean, andViet Nam fame
Andre Courreges
9. First Negro named to President's
Bill Moyers
cabinet
Edward S. White
10. Japanese folk singer
11. Designer— the "little girl" look
Thomas Nobis
Adam West
12. U.S. astronaut who walkedin space
Nicholas Katzenbach
13. Balletdancer— famed partner of
Ho Chi Minh
Dame Margot Fonteyn
Eisaku Sata
14. Mayor of New York
Lewis B. Hershey
IS. Presidentof U.S. candy corporation
Ronald Reagan
16. Premier of North VietNam
Pat Nugent
17. French artist known for use of color
Newcomb Mott
18. Batman
Julie Christie
19. Negro leaderof Watts riots
Mrs. S. Carter Burden 20. Commanderof U.S. forces in Viet Nam
Ababaker Tafawa
21. Miss America, 1966
Belewa
22. Presidentof Harvard
Christopher Columbus 23. Attorney general
Kraft
24. Space Flight Operations Director
ANSWER KEY
25. LuciBaines Johnson's fiance
FIRST PART: 8. 1 7, IS,
26. American alleged to have committed
16, 35, 14, 13, 24. 29.
suicide in Russia
31, 12 23, 34, 32, 2,
27. Dutch chemist
27, 33. I, 21. 22, 28,
28. Commander-in-chief, all U.S. forces
9, 3, 4, 5.
29. Presidentialassistant and press
Robert C. Weaver
Mike Quill

SECOND PART: 9, 35,
3, 8, 31, 20, 13, 14.
30. 11, 29, 12. I, 18,
23. 16, 32, 2. 33, 25,
26. 7, 6. 34, 24.
Written answers will
vary on written queslions.

secretary

30. Author of "InCold Blood"
31. Director of the Poverty program
32. PrimeMinister of Japan
33. California gubernatorialhopeful
34. Slain First Prime Minister of Nigeria
35. Late president of New York
Transportationunion

Battle Waged on Bottles

By TERRY REIS, St. Mary's, Toledo
A battle against non-returnable bottles
is being waged by a high school junior
at Gonzaga Prep, Spokane. Randall Dahmen, 16, has organized a campaign to outschool.
beginning,
ProviSince its
law non-returnable bottles because they
dence has served as a convent, promote littering.
a grade school and intermittentInitiative 227, Dahmen's petition, proly as a nursery, orphanage,kina "Buying Back Breakable Beverposes
Both feel attendinghigh school dergarten and boarding school.
in a normal coed environment However, since 195fi, with the age Bottles Act." It states that all pop
will make them better nuns and opening of a parochial grade and beer bottles must be refundable for
more capable of understanding school, Providence has been an at least two cents.
all-girl high school.
of lay persons.
THE INITIATIVE, according to the
Seatile Times, needs 100,022 signatures
by July 8. in order to be placed on the
Nov. 8 ballot.
Editor: Paula Radspinner, Providence, Vancouver, Wash.
The estimated cost for his campaign
Assistant Editor: Kathy Moll, Marycrest, Portland.
was $20,000. Support has come from garCopy Editor: Kathy Dyroen, Blanchet, Seattle.
Reporters: Lorelei Burns, Holy Child, Portland; Kathy Frey,
den. conservation and sportsmen's clubs.
Holy Rosary, Seattle; Darlene Graversen, Central Catholic, Yakima;
Many influential groups oppose the
Caroline McDowell, Providence, Vancouver, Wash.; Alex Mesford,
the petition, including the Washington
Serra Catholic, Salem; Barbara Nuxoll, St. Gertrude's, Cottonwood,
Idaho; Jeanne Parent, Providence, Vancouver, Wash.; Mary Ellen
State Retail Grocers' Association and the
Prentice, Providence, Vancouver, Wash.; Carolyn Reis, St. Mary's
Wesi Coast Glass Manufacturers.
Toledo, Wash; Linda Uhlenkott, St. Gertrude's, Cottonwood, Idaho;
Holy
Seattle;
Holy
Rosary.
Lorie Brotherton.
Names,
Ellen Yagle,
DAHMEN HAS BEEN successful in
Seattle; Barbara Fox, St. Mary's, Toledo, Wash.
ncquiring adult supporters on campus.
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1. Pro golfer
2. of Beatle fame
3. Secretary of State during Eisenhower
years
4. Bandleader

A Gonzaga teacher signed because he
wanted the initiative placed before voters
to see the public readion.
]yrr Roy L. Antunez, S.J., signed because he would like to see the country
cleaned up. He admires the youth's courage and initiative.
Dahmen has told the student body he
welcomes the aid of any of its members
jn circulating petitions. A fellow student
said a lot of kids think he is "sincere but
—
unrealistic." There are two extremes
students either are all for him, or all
against him.
DAHMEN HIMSELF is an articulate,
ambitious person. He is successful seholastically, and is an active debater,
He first became interested in this crusade for cleanliness two years ago when
he noticed the broken bottles on public
recreational areas. But, as stated in an
interview with the Seattle Times, "The
)ast straw came when my dog was cut by
a beer bottle that shouldn't have been
there."

